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FOREWORD

Mavericks and the mainstream

I

s it time for businesses to employ misﬁts and oddballs? Perhaps you think you
already do. I ask because research shows that companies increasingly proﬁt from
the creativity and “otherness” shown by employees outside the mainstream. Of
course, the task of recruiting such people isn’t easy and, even when you do,
“maverick overload” at the expense of eﬃcient operators and executors can be
worrisome. In “Odd man out” (page 18) we explain how, in an ideal world, the best
hire has the passion and focus of the misﬁt combined with the loyal and reliable
traits of the more mainstream employee. Provided, of course, you’re happy to swim
against the tide of convention in the ﬁrst place…
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In “Size matters” (page 28) we challenge the assumption that large companies
beneﬁt from advantages of scale and therefore deliver superior returns, by ﬁnding
that niche operators can ﬂourish in areas that large players are either unwilling or
unable to ﬁll. And we ask if size may not in fact be the issue at all: might it not simply
be about being the best in your ﬁeld?
We all know that IT can be a curse or a blessing for any organisation. For many,
it is regarded as positively intrusive. Yet is this intuitive blind resistance correct?
Or does IT in fact increase the overall quality of our lives? Read “Future positive”,
(page 9) for an alternative view.
Have you ever wondered why good service is now so elusive? In fact, many
consumers now prefer the eﬃciency of machines to the incompetence of real staﬀ.
“Are you being served?” (page 4) shows how “half-good” service has fast become the
gaping hole into which too many European companies have fallen. There is a way out
– but it comes at a cost.
“Ins & outs” (pages 2 and 3) provides an update on investments and realisations
made by Bridgepoint since our last edition. New investments include the acquisitions of Nordic Cinema Group, Azzurri Group (owner of the Zizzi, ASK Italian and
Coco di Mama food and coﬀee brands in the UK), Balt, a French neuroendovascular
device manufacturer, UK discount-card clubs tastecard and the Gourmet Society,
and Appleby Fiduciary & Administration, a global trust, corporate and fund services
group. Investments we have exited include French luxury cruise operator Ponant,
and Siblu, the holiday parks operator. A normal, busy six months for Bridgepoint.
We always like to receive your feedback, so please let us
know what you think of The Point via thepoint@bridgpoint.eu.
Enjoy this edition n

William Jackson
is managing partner of Bridgepoint
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INS &OUTS
BRIDGEPOINT
news across Europe

Bridgepoint buys medical
device pioneer

Recipe for
success

Balt, a leading manufacturer of devices used to treat strokes
and aneurysms, has been acquired by Bridgepoint

Azzurri Group, which owns
restaurant brands Ask Italian
and Zizzi, has bought Coco di
Mama, a six-store chain of
Italian food and coffee outlets
specialising in fast, healthy
food such as pasta, salads
and sandwiches.
Acquired by Bridgepoint in
2014, Azzurri
has nearly 250
restaurants
nationwide
and intends
to accelerate
Coco di
Mama’s
growth to
around 40 branches over the
next few years.
Azzurri Group chief
executive Steve Holmes said:
“We have watched Coco di
Mama’s development from
the start. It is a very strong
brand that has quickly
developed an exciting
position in the quick-service
food sector.” n

Established in
1977, Balt designs,
manufactures
and distributes
interventional neuroradiology (INR)
devices such as catheters, stents
and coils, which treat life-threatening conditions including strokes,
aneurysms and arteriovenous
malformations.
Worth an estimated €1 billion in
2015, the INR market is expected to
grow by between 12 and 15 per cent

in the next five years, driven by an
ageing population and increased
rates of obesity.
Balt is a pioneer in the sector,
supplying every major French and
international hospital that practises
neuroradiology. Headquartered
in France, it boasts a number of
proprietary, globally renowned,
patent-protected products, focusing
on minimally invasive neurovascular
techniques.
The company produced more
than 16,000 medical devices in 2014,
generating business volumes of
€100 million – 95 per cent of which
were realised outside France.
Bridgepoint partner Frédéric
Pescatori said: “With its best-inclass patented technology and wide
product range, Balt will be able to
accelerate its growth, add
production capacity, enlarge its
distribution network and attract new
customers, while maintaining its
innovative edge.” n

Appleby management backed by Bridgepoint
Bridgepoint has backed the primary
management buyout of Appleby Fiduciary
& Administration Business from
Appleby Group.
Appleby Fiduciary & Administration
Business (AFB) specialises in trust and
corporate services, a market that is
expected to grow at around seven per
cent per annum, driven by increases in
private wealth, foreign direct investment/
trade flows and increasing regulation.
AFB administers more than 10,000
structures for almost 6,000 clients across
the globe. Focusing on corporate administration, trust administration and fund
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services, its clients range from large
multinationals to individual holding
companies in corporate administration.
Trust administration clients include
high-net-worth individuals, corporations
and financial institutions; in fund
services, AFB helps to launch and
incorporate funds, while also providing
ancillary services.
William Paul, partner and head of
Bridgepoint’s financial services team, said:
“As a standalone business, there is a real
opportunity for AFB to accelerate its
growth organically and via acquisition, in
what remains a strongly growing market.” n

Dining out

Silver-screen success
Bridgepoint has acquired Nordic Cinema
Group, the largest cinema operator in the
Nordic and Baltic regions, in a transaction
totalling SEK 4.7 billion (€500 million)

Bridgepoint Development
Capital (BDC) has acquired
the UK’s top-two restaurant
discount-card clubs:
tastecard and the Gourmet
Society.
The clubs offer
discounts to members at
more than 10,000 restaurants in return for an annual
membership fee. Founded
in 2005, tastecard is the
UK’s largest diners’ club,
with over three million
members, while the
Gourmet Society has more
than one million members.
BDC partner Alan Payne
said: “Discounted dining is

now an established feature
of the growing eating-out
market. We are confident
that with our support
tastecard and the Gourmet
Society will grow their
member and restaurant
numbers, broaden their
geographic coverage and
extend their technological
capability.”
Total UK consumer
spend on eating out was
£78 billion in 2014 and
discount-card users eat
out around 45 times a
year, compared with the
national average of 34
times a year n

Nordic Cinema Group
(NCG) owns 66 cinemas
with 444 screens and
four separate brands.
Headquartered in
Stockholm, the
group has a
44 per cent
share of Nordic
box office
revenues and
operates in 50
cities, from Oslo to Riga.
Although NCG was
only formed in 2013
(from the merger of two
chains), its combined
presence in the region
dates back more than
100 years, built up
through both consolidation and greenfield

Siblu sold

Ponant sets sail

Siblu, the largest operator of
holiday parks in France, has been
sold by Bridgepoint Development
Capital (BDC).
A leader in the owner-occupier
model for holiday parks, the
business has pursued a growth
strategy under BDC’s ownership and
now has 14 camping and caravan
holiday villages, with more than
8,000 pitches.
BDC partner Mark Stroud
explained: “In a fragmented market,
this was an opportunity to support
an experienced team to acquire and
transform holiday parks to the
owner model and become the leader
in that field.” n

Luxury cruise
operator Ponant has
been sold by Bridgepoint to Artémis, the
holding company of
French entrepreneur
François Pinault.
Headquartered in
Marseilles, Ponant is
the market leader in
luxury polar cruises,
transporting more
than 30,000 passengers per year to the

Arctic, Antarctica and
elsewhere. It was
acquired by Bridgepoint in 2012 and has
the youngest and
best-invested fleet in
the market. Under
Bridgepoint’s
ownership, the
company has doubled
sales to €140 million
and has tripled profits.
The fleet was
upgraded and
expanded,
sales offices
were opened
in China and

investments. In 2014,
the group had revenues
of SEK 2.61 billion and
EBITDA of
SEK 533 million.
Mikael Lövgren,
chairman of
Bridgepoint in
the Nordic
region, said:
“We believe
that there is
scope to further enrich
the whole cinema
experience, from the
venues themselves to
the food and drink on
offer. We also see
potential for NCG to
accelerate its growth
in the region and
adjacent countries.” n

Australia, and TDI, a
sales distribution
channel, was acquired
in the important
North American
cruise market.
Bridgepoint partner
Xavier Robert said:
“The transformation
and progress
achieved by the
company have been
outstanding and we
are proud to have
worked with the
management team
and contributed to
its success.” n
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Sector
analysis

Are you
being served?
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The definition of customer service used to be
clear. Now, however, genuinely good service
has become so elusive that many consumers
prefer the efficiency of machines to the
incompetence of real live staff.

usiness is full of
buzzwords and concepts
that have long outlived
their usefulness. They
have sprawled so far and wide that
they no longer have any distinct
meaning. Many have become more
dangerous than helpful.
“Quality” is one such
buzzword. Not because quality is
a bad thing, but because “quality”
now means such a wide, loose
cluster of things that it has no use
in the management vernacular.
What is a “better-quality pizza”?
More toppings or fewer? More
authentic ingredients or a greater
variety of choice?
Inciting your staﬀ to “improve
quality” is in the same league as

B

dashboard, is to “have a bit of a
push on it”, without ever deﬁning
what “it” is. Good service for a
delivery company means that it
should not even enter into
customers’ thoughts; good service
for a tailor means that clients
should feel cosseted and cared for.
So before even thinking about
“having a push on service”,
companies need to work out what
sort of service customers are
looking for in their sector, and
from their brand. Sometimes, that
means no personal service at all.

Man versus machine

In particular, two models of service
are emerging, with a gaping black
hole between them. On the one
hand there is
Michelin-starred
There is often an assumption
service: the smile
that better service lies with
of recognition as
frontline staff rather than things you enter, your
favourite table and
the customer really wants,
your favourite
such as better availability,
drink; the perfect
longer opening hours, an easybalance of respect
to-use website or speed at
and familiarity.
There is obviously
the checkouts”
a time for this.
But on the other
hand there is Amazon service, and
shouting at them to “try harder”.
there is also a time for that.
They are more likely to scatter in
Amazon service is not just
every direction than pull together
“machine-like”, but actually
in one.
delivered by machines: computers,
Having a “push on service” is
algorithms and automated picking.
similar. The instinctive reaction of
There is a huge choice, neatly
an executive board, when faced
edited and delivered tomorrow
with a red light on its “service”

‘‘
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oﬀering wisdom and nuanced
insight that no computer ever
could. But too many estate agents
are dreadful; or, worse, malignant.
The potential downside of a
“service encounter” with an estate
agent far outweighs the potential
upside, with the result that many
people are turning to “no-touch”
alternatives.

At your convenience
Similarly, people who shop at
convenience stores increasingly
choose self-service tills over
manned tills. The original narrative
was that people preferred manned
tills, and would only choose selfservice to avoid queues. But even
in an empty store, with no queues
at the manned tills, many people
choose self-service. They prefer to
experience a transaction with no
emotional content, rather than
risk personal service that might
be poor.
Even within online shopping we
can see the division between
personal service and machine-like
service. Ocado and Waitrose sell
more or less the same goods at
more or less the same prices.
What diﬀers is their service

with no fuss. But there is also no
chit-chat, no smiles, no “regards to
the family”; just a brown cardboard
package of satisfaction.
And, given the choice between
the machine and the person, more
people are choosing to talk to the
machine. It is simple, quick and
unemotional.
Take buying a house – usually
the largest purchase anyone will
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‘‘

Amazon offers no chit-chat, no smiles,
no ‘regards to the family’; just a brown
cardboard package of satisfaction”

ever make. If you want to buy a
house online, you can go to
Rightmove or Zoopla and search
through thousands of properties
that meet your exact speciﬁcation. Alternatively, you can talk to
an estate agent.
In theory, a “real person” will
oﬀer a diﬀerent level and style of
service – and, of course, a great
estate agent can guide and advise,

cultures. Ocado pursues the
Amazon route, with a highly
eﬃcient back-end system. In fact,
Ocado is basically a sophisticated
investment bank-style IT department with a thin retail
wrap-around. Conversely, Waitrose
pursues the personal touch: it
promises that your bananas will be
picked not by a machine – heaven
forfend – but by “Helen”, a

goodhearted, experienced mum at
your local store, who can choose
bananas that are just as ripe as
you would like, and who knows
that when you want bananas,
banana milkshakes are no substitute. Similarly, your groceries will
be delivered by “Bob” who, while
perhaps not quite as quick as the
man from Ocado, knows how to
wipe his feet.
The traditional Waitrose
customer likes the cosiness of the
personal touch, even when the
goods are being delivered: the
postman, the milkman, and “Bob”
the man from Waitrose. But many
consumers can’t be doing with it.
They are suﬀering from stimulus
overload – visually, mentally, and
emotionally – and a staﬀ-member
enthusiastically promoting the
virtues of the company adds to the
overload rather than reduces it.
People choose internet shopping
over high-street shopping not just
because it saves time, but also
because it is so much calmer.

functionally worked. No smiles, no
expertise, no recommendations,
just a pack of sausages, on the
shelf, for 17p. Do you want it or
not? It was the Ryanair of its day:
millions used it, millions liked it,
but no one really loved it. There
was no cultural shock or national
soul-searching when it tripped up.
Perhaps if we had invested in a
warmer brand, we would have
been more forgiving, but even now,
when faced with a functional
proposition, no service and a
damaged brand, it is still Britain’s
biggest retailer.
Really fabulous service can be
a diﬀerentiator, but half-good
service is often worse than no

service at all. And it is the push
towards half-good service that is
the hole into which too many
companies fall. They try to “turn
up the volume on service” and end
up spending a lot of time and
money delivering little value to
the customer.
Firstly, “turning up the volume
on service” implies that service is
scalar: that no service is bad, and a
bit more service must be better.
This is not always true. Customers
just do not want a “great experience” all day, every day. The
supermarket shopper often just
wants to buy some bread and milk;
the transatlantic commuter just
wants to get some sleep and go

Every little helps
Likewise, in its heyday, Tesco did
not oﬀer fabulous food or a lifechanging experience. The truth
behind “Every little helps” was
that it oﬀered a shop that just

‘‘

Your bananas will be picked
not by a machine but by
‘Helen’, a goodhearted,
experienced mum, who can
choose bananas that are just
as ripe as you would like”
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home; neither of them is looking
to be “surprised and delighted”.
Secondly, there is often an
assumption that the answer to
better service lies with frontline
staﬀ rather than the things the
customer really wants, such as
better availability, longer opening
hours, an easy-to-use website or
speed at the checkouts. But
solving these issues involves major
systemic changes in the supply
chain, IT or store conﬁguration, for
example. These issues are often
beyond the scope of the head of
customer services, who often has
a distinctly HR remit, rather than a
roving brief to look at all the
elements that impact on the
customer experience.
Thirdly, even if the answer is
with the frontline staﬀ, change is

‘‘
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neither speedy nor cheap. This is
not a problem at the top end of
markets: in fancy restaurants and
glass-walled car showrooms there
is enough margin to fund fabulous
service, by giving employees a
career, training, support and a
continually reinforced, clearly
deﬁned culture.

Margin call
But in the middle and at the
bottom end of most markets there
simply is not enough margin: you
cannot expect people on the
minimum wage to give the
customer their maximum
attention. A few days of training,
a bit of internal communications
and a motivational speech
change nothing. The service
dashboard still blinks red and the

People choose internet
shopping over high-street
shopping not just because it
saves time, but also because
it is so much calmer”

head of customer service looks a
bit sheepish.
Increasingly, we are seeing
that having a culture of personal
service is binary: you either
have it or not, and acquiring it
requires massive systemic and
cultural change rather than
knob-twiddling.
For many brands, it may be
better to park the dream of
smiling, liveried, sparkle-eyed,
customer-obsessed frontline staﬀ
in favour of the business
fundamentals of right product,
right place, right price.
“What do customers want?” is
the question most often posed by
companies. The answer is invariably a combination of things that
are both prosaic and very diﬃcult
to achieve, such as full availability,
extended ranges and delivery by
tomorrow. When Edina on
Absolutely Fabulous is trying to
lose weight, her daughter Saﬀy
tells her that the answer is simple:
eat less food and do more exercise.
“Sweetie”, Edina replies. “If it was
that easy, everybody would be
doing it.” n

Future positive

Talking
point

It has long been widely assumed that IT has a negative impact on
society, both at home and at work. But evidence suggests otherwise.
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echnology progresses at a
rate of knots, yet the debate
regarding its impact on
society and wellbeing
remains remarkably consistent.
Bentham’s all-seeing Panopticon
prison of the 1780s raised
concerns surrounding technology,
state security and individual
privacy, and inspired Big Brother
in Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four
170 years later. We cannot be sure
if Stone Age man debated the
demerits of ﬁre or the invention of
the wheel, but we do know that
eminent Victorian scientists feared
that passengers would lose their
heads (literally) when travelling at
an unholy 30mph on the ﬁrst
steam locomotives.
Today it is the turn of IT to
arouse fears about the impact of
The New on our lives. So the
internet, email, smartphones and

T

social media have all borne the
social impact of technology
brunt of heavy criticism by those
remains obscured by sweeping
who worry that technology is
generalisations and a prevalent
suﬀocating individuals and
technophobia.
destroying communities.
Blind resistance
But it is easy to forget that
The futurist Alvin Toﬄer wrote of
similar criticisms have been made
a “seemingly irrational resistance
of technologies that we now
to change exhibited by certain
regard as totally benign or indeed
individuals and groups”. What
no longer regard as “technology”
Toﬄer named as “blind resistance”
at all. In 370BC, Socrates warned
– a fearful element of human
that the written word would
nature that rejects change by
“create forgetfulness in the
default – colours much of the
learners’ souls, because they will
not use their memories”. Centuries debate surrounding technology
and wellbeing. That Toﬄer was
later, it was widely believed that
writing in 1970 and his words still
radio would distract students from
hold true despite the unprecereading; then, that video would kill
dented advancements of the
oﬀ cinema and radio. None of
these outcomes
has materi“In 370BC, Socrates warned that
alised, yet today
evidence-based
the written word would ‘create
research on the
forgetfulness in the learners’

souls, because they will not use
their memories’”
intervening years highlights our
inherent antipathy towards
technological change.
Age and ageing certainly colour
our views, as author Douglas
Adams explains: “Anything that is
in the world when you’re born is
normal and ordinary and is just a
natural part of the way the world
works. Anything that’s invented
between when you’re 15 and 35 is
new and exciting and revolutionary and you can probably get a
career in it. Anything invented
after you’re 35 is against the
natural order of things.” Hence the
prevalence of technophobia in
older people who fear the impact
of new technologies on the young.
However, academic and professional research on the relationship
between technology and wellbeing
suggests that the link between the
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Chart 1
Percentage of experienced ( n more than two years)
and less-experienced ( n less than two years)
internet users who agree that...

83%
71%

64%

61%
51%
43%

The Internet
makes it easier
to maintain
relationships
with my friends
and family

The internet
makes me more
productive at
work

The internet
providing info
about events
means I get
more out of my
social life

68%

60%
49%

People who
don’t have
internet access
miss out on
social contact

48%

The internet
gives me access
to online
shopping deals
that save me a
significant
amount of
money

Source: Trajectory

two is rather more complex.
First, the deﬁnition of wellbeing
is wide-ranging. According to the
Oxford English Dictionary, it is the
“state of being comfortable,
healthy, or happy”. According to
US sociologist Corey Keyes, it is
“the absence of negative
conditions and feelings, the result
of adaptation to a hazardous
world”. Deﬁnitions are made
harder because, even though
wellbeing is individually experienced, it is often described in
relation to our societal connections. As psychologist Carol Ryﬀ
explains: “People have subscribed
to the view that close, meaningful
ties to others are an essential
feature of what it means to be fully
human”. It is for this reason,
perhaps, that much of the study of
technology and its impact on
wellbeing has focused on the
internet and its impact on our
relationships with others, both
online and oﬄine.

Mixed results
Some of the most high-proﬁle
research conducted on the social
implications of internet use was
conducted by Carnegie Mellon
University in the US, under the
moniker HomeNet. Beginning in
1995, the university conducted a
series of studies, the ﬁrst of which
did indeed establish a connection
between internet use and
conditions such as loneliness and
depression. There was also a
particularly strong relationship
between internet use in the home
and a decline in familial interaction. As the study’s participants
developed alongside the
technology, however, patterns
changed. Over time, internet use
was found to relate to signiﬁcantly
decreased incidence of depression,

while its inﬂuence on loneliness
was reduced to insigniﬁcance.
Many years after the HomeNet
study, fresh research from futures
consultancy Trajectory Partnership and the Chartered Institute
for IT reveals a similar outcome: as
we become more familiar with the
capabilities provided by IT, as our
relationships with the technology
mature and we begin to
understand it better, our experience improves greatly, both at
home and at work (see Chart 1).
It is also clear that internet use
is not uniform, so its impact on
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Chart 2
Effect of income on % who agree that access to IT...
“Increases the overall quality of my life”

72%

70%

71%

72%

£25k
to
£41k

£41k
to
£62k

£62k
+

52%

Under
£14k

£14k
to
£25k

Source: Trajectory

“Over 70 per cent
of those earning
under £25,000 per
year believe that
IT ‘increases the
overall quality’ of
their lives”
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wellbeing varies widely. Those
who only use the internet to shop
or read the news will have a vastly
diﬀerent experience from those
who use it to stay in touch with
friends and family. Indeed, even
those using social media such as
Facebook or Twitter will have very
diﬀerent experiences depending
on how they, their friends and
their followers interact with them.
The use of Facebook in the
composition of “directed
communication” (writing a direct
message to a friend or posting on
their “wall”) and “passive
consumption” (checking up on
how a friend is doing) have been
shown to increase ties between
people. But “broadcasting”

(posting a status) has no impact,
unless of course it isn’t read, when
it can be seen to contribute to the
weakening of social ties. Similarly,
when the internet is used to
augment existing relationships, it
has been found to have positive
impacts on reported rates of
depression, though when used to
meet new people, it has been
found signiﬁcantly to increase it.
Ultimately, academic literature
around wellbeing and technology
shows that, although there are
instances and behaviours that are
more likely to lead to a decline in
wellbeing, the positive opportunities provided by technology –
strengthened social ties and
reduced depression – are far more

prevalent. Moreover, research has
shown that where technology
does have a negative impact –
social isolation through displacement, predatory sexual behaviour
and cyberbullying, for instance –
the eﬀects are limited, inasmuch
as the people who are vulnerable
to these web-based problems are
the same sorts of people who
are vulnerable to these issues
in “real” life.
Furthermore, it seems that,
beyond simply magnifying the

internet makes their lives better.
The impact of IT on gender is
similar to that of income. There is
no striking diﬀerence in the life
satisfaction of women and men
relative to their use of technology,
but IT does have a marginally
more positive impact on women’s
life satisfaction than men’s. Such
ﬁgures are representative of an
equality of experience not
necessarily reﬂected in salaries or
seats in boardrooms.
The data indicate that new
information
technologies
contribute to
“Companies that embrace
increased
technology are retaining their
wellbeing across
most gifted staff – a finding
the social
that is particularly pronounced
spectrum, yet
the prevailing
in industries such as
narrative is one
hospitality and retail in which
of social harm.
swift staff turnover has
What are
previously been the norm”
businesses to
do in such a
climate? The
eﬀect of existing societal
most obvious response is to
behaviours – be they good or bad
challenge that prevailing narrative
– technology can in fact have a
with evidence, wherever possible.
remedial eﬀect, reducing inequaliThis could be particularly useful
ties in the experience of wealth
in those markets where parents
and gender.
are responsible for purchasing new
technologies for their children. It
A great leveller?
is hard, if not impossible, to
Research suggests that over
quantify the lost sales of IT
70 per cent of those earning under
products because of parents’
£25,000 per year believe that IT
resistance to the supposedly
“increases the overall quality” of
damaging or corrupting eﬀects of
their lives. The salary ﬁgure is
those technologies.
below the median income in the
There are also important
UK but the response represents
lessons in terms of employee
the highest positive response rate
relations. In 2011, Volkswagen
of the diﬀerent income bands
chose to block employees’ access
surveyed (see Chart 2). The
to email via Blackberry outside of
response from those earning less
business hours. The decision was
than £14,000 is intriguing, too.
widely celebrated, but it may have
Most of these people are retired,
been misplaced. Research has
yet even here, more than 50 per
shown that companies that
cent of them believe that the
embrace technology are retaining

their most gifted staﬀ – a ﬁnding
that is particularly pronounced in
industries such as hospitality and
retail in which swift staﬀ turnover
has previously been the norm.
Well used, IT – even outside of
normal working hours – can
enhance an employee’s sense of
freedom and control over their
working lives, which increases
wellbeing. Though an expectation
of out-of-hours working may be a
bad thing, a blanket ban on
out-of-hours email is a blunt and
potentially damaging tool,
ignoring individual work styles
and preferences.

Embracing change
That technology reﬂects both
the good and the bad of society
should not surprise us. Technology
is not separate from us, it is us.
It is a tool – an extension of
ourselves that can both displace
and augment elements of our
lived experience.
Perhaps it is not surprising,
then, that fear of change comes to
colour at least part of the impression we have of technology, much
in the same way that people feel
fear when they start a new school
or a new job. This fear, though
undoubtedly part of our nature, is
but one aspect of it. The same
human nature that perpetually
singles out the negative implications of tech is the same human
nature that will, in time, come to
embrace the positive implications.
Over time, by highlighting the
circumstances in which
technology has a positive impact
upon wellbeing and isolating the
situations in which it has been
found to reduce it, it may be
possible to move towards a
healthier, happier society that is
enabled by technology – rather
than fearful of it n
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In my
opinion
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Brain retraining
For most of us, everyday life is so busy that it is
almost impossible to focus on any given task at any
given time. But it does not need to be that way.
Daniel Levitin, psychologist, neuroscientist and
author, explains how to be more productive, more
creative and more relaxed.
he human brain is meant to
focus on one thing at a time.
That is how it evolved and
that is how our ancestors learnt to
hunt animals, create and fashion
tools, and protect their clans from
predators or invading neighbours.
Our attention system is one of the
crowning achievements of the
human brain, and the way in
which it enables us to concentrate
has prompted feats such as the
ability to harness ﬁre, build the
pyramids, discover penicillin and
decode the entire human genome.
But a funny thing happened on
the way to the 21st century: we
began to be confronted with an
unprecedented amount of information and new technologies, all
competing for our attention. More
human-made information has been
created in the past ﬁve years than
in all of human history before it.
We took in ﬁve times as much
information every day last year
than we did in 1986. Increasingly,
therefore, we demand that our
attention system tries to focus on
several things at once – something
that was never part of the
evolutionary plan.

T

‘‘

Attention is a
limited-capacity
resource, which
means that if we
pay attention to
one thing, we
don’t pay
attention to
something else”

One at a time
In fact, multitasking is the enemy
of a focused attention system.
While driving, we are talking on
the phone, listening to the radio,
looking for a parking place,
mentally planning our mum’s
birthday party, trying to avoid the
road construction signs, and
thinking about what is for lunch.
We cannot truly think about or
attend to all these things at once,
so our brains ﬂit from one to the
other, each time with a neurobiological switching cost. The system
does not function well that way.
Once on a task, our brains
function best if we stick to it.
Attention is a limited-capacity
resource, which means that if
we pay attention to one thing,
we don’t pay attention to
something else.
Sometimes, when we think we
are paying attention, we just zone
out. And sometimes, we zone out
simply because we can. Have you
ever sat on a plane or a train, just
staring out the window with
nothing to read, looking at nothing
in particular? You might have
found that the time passed very
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pleasantly, but that you have no
real memory of what exactly you
were looking at, what you were
thinking, or, for that matter, how
much time actually elapsed. You
might have had a similar feeling
the last time you sat by the sea or
a lake, letting your mind wander,
and experiencing the relaxing

‘‘
feeling it induced. In this state,
thoughts seem to move seamlessly
from one to another. There is a
merging of ideas, visual images
and sounds; of past, present and
future. Thoughts turn inward:
loosely connected, stream-ofconsciousness thoughts that
are so much like the night-time
dream state that we call
them “daydreams”.
This distinctive and special
brain state is marked by the ﬂow
of connections among disparate
ideas and thoughts, and a relative
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lack of barriers between senses
and concepts. It can also lead to
great creativity.
Intriguingly, this network exerts
a pull on our consciousness; it
eagerly shifts the brain into mindwandering when we are not
engaged in a task, and it hijacks
our consciousness if what we are

Mind-wandering is
responsible for our
moments of greatest
creativity and insight,
when we are able to
solve problems that
previously seemed
unsolvable”

doing gets boring. It is what has
taken over when you ﬁnd that
you’ve been reading several pages
in a book (or magazine article!)
without registering their content,
or when you are driving on a long
stretch of road and suddenly
realise that you haven’t been
paying attention to where you are
and have missed your exit.

Centre of attention
The discovery of this mindwandering mode has not received
big headlines in the popular press,

but it has changed the way
neuroscientists think about
attention. Daydreaming or mindwandering, we now know, is a
natural state of the brain. That is
why we feel so refreshed after it,
and why holidays and naps can be
so restorative. It is a resting brain
state, which descends on you
when your brain is not engaged in
a purposeful task, when you’re
sitting on a beach or relaxing in an
armchair with a single malt (Oban,
neat, please), and your mind
wanders ﬂuidly from topic to topic.
The mind-wandering mode
stands in stark contrast to the
state we are in when we are
intensely focused on a task. The
latter is responsible for so many
high-level things we do that
researchers have named it “the
central executive”. The two brain
states – mind-wandering and the
central executive – form a kind of
see-saw. When one is up (in terms
of neural activation), the other is
not; if we are in one mode, we are
not in the other. The job of the
central executive is to prevent us
from being distracted when we are
engaged in a task, limiting what
will enter our consciousness so
that we can focus on what we are
doing – uninterrupted.
However, the mind-wandering
mode also has an important role to
play. It is responsible for our
greatest moments of creativity and
insight, when we are able to solve
problems that previously seemed
unsolvable. You might be going for
a walk or shopping for groceries or
doing something that does not
require sustained attention. The
mind-wandering default mode
takes charge of the see-saw and
suddenly – boom! – the answer to
a problem that had been vexing
you suddenly appears. This is one
of the things that the mind-

‘‘
wandering mode does best:
making connections among
things that we did not previously
see as connected.
It partly comes down to biology.
Neurons in our brain are living
cells with a distinct metabolism.
They need oxygen and glucose to
survive, and when they’ve been
working hard we experience
fatigue. Asking the brain to shift
attention from one activity to
another causes it to burn up
oxygenated glucose, which is the
same fuel needed to stay on task.
And the kind of rapid, continual
shifting we do with multitasking
causes the brain to burn through
fuel so quickly that we feel
exhausted and disoriented after
even a short time. We have
literally depleted the nutrients in
our brain. This leads to compromises in both cognitive and
physical performance.
Among other things, repeated
task-switching leads to anxiety,
which raises levels in the brain of
the stress hormone cortisol, which
in turn can lead to aggressive and
impulsive behaviour. By contrast,
staying on task is controlled by

The kind of rapid, continual shifting we do
with multitasking causes the brain to burn
through fuel so quickly that we feel exhausted
and disoriented after even a short time”

two parts of the brain known as
the anterior cingulate cortex and
the striatum. Once they are in
control and we engage the central
executive mode, we use less
energy than we do when
multitasking and actually reduce
the brain’s need for glucose.

Time to prioritise
Every tweet or text message you
get from a friend, every email you
check “just to make sure it isn’t
important”, every status update
you read on Facebook is
competing for resources in your
brain with important things like
whether to put your savings in
stocks or bonds, where you left
your passport, or how best to
reconcile with a close friend you
just had an argument with.
If you want to be more productive and creative and have more
energy, the science dictates that
your social networking should be
done during a special designated
time – not as constant interruptions to your day. Keeping your
email program active throughout
the working day is also distracting.
To maximise productivity, email

should be done at designated times.
And what about increasing
creativity? This will happen
naturally as we tame the
multitasking and immerse
ourselves in a single task for
sustained periods – 30 to 50
minutes, say. And as a boost to
creativity, several studies have
shown that a walk in the open air,
exercise or listening to music can
trigger the mind-wandering mode.
This acts as a neural reset button,
and provides much-needed
perspective on what you are
doing. To work, perchance
to daydream n

Daniel J. Levitin is the author of The
Sunday Times bestseller, The Organized
Mind: Thinking Straight in the Age of
Information Overload (Penguin, 2015).
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Management focus

Odd man out
Most companies hire employees
based on standard criteria such
as impressive degrees or
relevant experience.
But a more unconventional
approach may deliver
unexpected benefits.
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hen blue-chip
companies consider
the proﬁle of their
ideal employee, a
computer hacker or camel-milk
salesperson are unlikely to spring
to mind. But the unexpected
bestseller The Misfit Economy by
Alexa Clay and Kyra Maya Phillips
suggests that mainstream
businesses may be able to proﬁt
from the irreverent creativity
shown by employees who are from
outside the mainstream.
Misﬁts and oddballs, they argue,
are often more able than their
more conventional peers to
challenge established practices,
spot novel business opportunities
and imitate the best ideas of rivals.
Nobody is suggesting that the
likes of Procter & Gamble or
Johnson & Johnson abandon the
“milk round” at top universities
and start recruiting convicted
hackers, but could businesses be
missing a trick by ignoring
unorthodox talent? And, if so, how
can ﬁrms attract unconventional
workers and retain them?
One voracious hirer of misﬁts
has been Martin Kelly, co-founder
of Infectious Media, a computerdriven advertising agency that
Deloitte recently ranked as the
UK’s fastest-growing technology
ﬁrm. “When we set up in 2008, we
were trying to pioneer a new way
to buy advertising space, so we
really needed innovative thinkers
capable of solving novel problems,”
he says. “That was part of the key
to our success.”
A handful of industries has
started to grasp the potential
advantages of employing individuals with quirky personalities.

W

“Hedge funds and
investment banks
have come to
appreciate the often
remarkable ability to
concentrate and the
attention to detail
that you frequently
ﬁnd in people with Asperger
syndrome,” says Gary Burtless,
an employment expert at the
Brookings Institution in
Washington. “And holding
companies that set up multiple
ventures can proﬁt from
employees with attention deﬁcit
disorder, who are often happiest
when hopping from one bright
idea to the next.”
There is also research
suggesting a link between dyslexia
and entrepreneurial talent. A
survey of entrepreneurs by Julie
Logan, a former Cass Business
School professor, found that
35 per cent of the business
founders she sampled suﬀered
from the condition, compared with
just one per cent of the general
population. Bringing even a few
people with dyslexia into a
company can help spur innovation
and encourage creative-thinking
more broadly.

Playing it safe
Even so, an acceptance of the
merits of hiring such employees
is far from universal. And the
recent recession may have both
intensiﬁed concerns about
unconventional workers and
dented the creative impulse
among employees more generally.
“Companies and employees went
into self-preservation mode during
the economic downturn,” says

‘‘

A survey of entrepreneurs found that
35 per cent of
business founders
suffered from dyslexia,
compared with just
one per cent of the
general population”

Kelly. “A lot of employees were
looking over their shoulders
and were less inclined to rock
the boat.”
In fact, creative roles were
often the ﬁrst to go in companies,
since many such workers were not
directly generating money on a
day-to-day basis. This almost
certainly increased the prevalence
of more conformist characters
within companies. A 2012 report,
for example, found that only
three per cent of a sample of 35,000
employees reported self-directed
behaviour. Most of the rest simply
did what they were told.
So-called misﬁts may be facing
another headwind from datadriven hiring practices, according
to Matt Sigelman, chief executive
of labour-market analytics ﬁrm
Burning Glass Technologies. The
company uses artiﬁcial intelligence to help companies ﬁll jobs,
and Sigelman explains: “Top
companies these days are often
deluged with CVs. One result is
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‘‘

More top companies are using algorithms
to sniff out potential high performers, based
around psychometric and aptitude tests.
Unless such systems are well-designed,
they have a tendency to screen out more
maverick personality types”

that more of them are using
algorithms to sniﬀ out potential
high performers, based around
psychometric and aptitude tests.
Unless such systems are welldesigned, they have a tendency
to screen out more maverick
personality types.”

A different tack
For those companies that have
started to appreciate the
advantages of creative oddballs,
the task of recruiting them is not
always easy. To begin with, many
misﬁts are tempted to launch their
own companies or opt for a
freelance life, attracted by the
autonomy that these options
provide. However, start-up ﬁrms
can also attract this type of
employee. “Misﬁts often care
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deeply about purpose,” says
Steﬀan Aquarone, co-founder of
Droplet, a mobile payment system
that allows small merchants to run
their own online loyalty schemes
and another of Deloitte’s top
fastest-growing technology ﬁrms.
“We found that the most
eﬀective way to recruit
passionate, creative and entrepreneurial staﬀ was not through
adverts or fancy videos,” he adds.
“Instead, the story of our business
was key. But once such people
become convinced by the ﬁrm’s
mission, they can be willing to
take signiﬁcant pay cuts to join an
early-stage venture.”
Companies may also need to
be willing to put the human
resources rulebook to one side
when designing roles for misﬁts.

“We have a lot of roles that appeal
to very independent-minded
people – roles in which not having
a day job is your day job,” says
Kelly. “These are roles with no
clear deliverables, where all you
need to do is to innovate, talk to
people and collect ideas.”
Aquarone says that the
structure of his company, which
relies on individual ambassadors in
diﬀerent geographical regions to
promote the business, naturally
appeals to this personality type.
“We have been quite successful at
attracting people who are very
entrepreneurial and good at
solving unexpected problems and
making things happen,” he says.
“Our ambassadors in diﬀerent
regions have to handle all sorts of
challenges, and are eﬀectively solo
entrepreneurs in their territory.”
Large, established companies
with more rigid hierarchies often
have to bend more to allow such
high levels of autonomy. “Since
these people are often very selfmotivated, they need the right

environment – including the space
and encouragement to come up
with new ideas,” says David Guest,
a professor of organisational
psychology and human resources
management at King’s College
London. “Xerox, for example, was
famous for giving some members
of staﬀ this kind of latitude. Its
philosophy was that if you come
up with good ideas while surﬁng,
then you should do that. The
management would only want to
come past every six months to see
what had been created.”

Balancing act
But along with the potential
rewards, hiring misﬁts can come
with a host of potential drawbacks
– some of which are easier to
mitigate than others. Kelly admits
that his business initially suﬀered
from maverick overload. “In the
beginning, we had a lot of brilliant
thinkers with great ideas and
nobody to execute them
eﬃciently,” he says. “A counterbalance was needed: people with
operational and execution skills.
It may sound boring, but we had to

‘‘

ask who was creating our organisational structure and making sure
that career reviews got done.”
There were also occasional
reliability problems. “One of the
most intelligent and creative
employees we had simply stopped
turning up without telling anyone
he was resigning,” Kelly explains.
“He simply decided he had learnt
enough.” What’s more, the
traditional means of retaining staﬀ
– oﬀering more money – appears
to be less eﬀective with maverick
employees. “You can oﬀer them a
pay rise and they are not
interested,” Kelly adds. “We are
talking sometimes about people
who burn brightly but not for as
long as you might like.”
The risks can go beyond
unexplained absenteeism. “Of
course, not all oddballs are
unethical,” says Burtless. “But
when companies hire people with
a record of bending the rules, they
are playing with ﬁre.”
With cybersecurity becoming
such a priority for companies, for
example, some have been tempted
to hire hackers, who are in an

unbeatable position to spot the
vulnerabilities of a ﬁrm’s IT
system. “You do need to worry
that if you give somebody like that
the keys, they might just turn
around and rob you or cause other
types of mischief,” Burtless argues.
Professor Guest echoes this
worry. “Companies can beneﬁt
from mavericks as employees,
provided the kind of disruption
they oﬀer is the creative kind,” he
says. “But real misﬁts can play at
the edge of legality and can
occasionally abuse the system.”
And trying to get misﬁts to
work together can be like herding
cats. “Once they lose interest they
can potentially be a bit destructive,” says Kelly. “They can start to
question whether the company is
going in the right direction.”

Going solo
Some highly entrepreneurial
personalities can place too high
a value on individual experimentation, as well. “One of the
challenges of having a large
number of misﬁts is communication. Many highly independent

You can offer them a
pay rise and they are
not interested...
We are talking
sometimes about
people who burn
brightly but not
for as long as you
might like”
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‘‘

We found that the most effective way to
recruit passionate, creative and
entrepreneurial staff was not through
adverts or fancy videos. Instead, the
story of our business was key”

people can want to discover things
for themselves, rather than rely on
some of the collective learning
that we have done in setting up
the business over previous years,”
says Aquarone. “That can be a bit
of a waste of time and resources.”
Of course, companies do not
necessarily need to tolerate social
awkwardness or moral laxity in
order to reap the rewards of
creative, challenging and innovative employees.
“While many very talented
people can be a bit peculiar, not all
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such employees turn up at
midnight, neglect their personal
hygiene or can’t look their
manager in the eyes. The ideal
hire is one who has all the passion
and focus of the misﬁt with fewer
of the less desirable social traits,”
explains Aquarone. “And we have
had a great deal of success at
ﬁnding these people.”
Burtless also believes that there
is a limit to what companies
should put up with in terms of
eccentricity. “What you want is to
select on ability,” he says. “Ideally, a

company will want club-able
people with whom they can enjoy
a pleasurable lunch. Companies
do not need to select on weirdness
in order to get the advantages
of misﬁts.”
In 1956, William Whyte wrote
his bestselling book The Organization Man, which claimed that
companies had come to prefer
loyalty and reliability to creativity
and verve in their employees. The
same may still be true of many
companies today. Of course, for
most ﬁrms, computer hackers
need not apply. But, placed in
appropriate roles and subtly
controlled, a smattering of
“misﬁts” can really help to keep
businesses vibrant and ahead of
the game. It is all a question of
balance – and taking the time to
make the right choices n

Face
to face

Mark Egerton runs fast-growing
drug development group Quotient
Clinical, which is backed by
Bridgepoint Development Capital.
A scientist turned entrepreneur, he
aims to revolutionise the cosy
world of pharmaceutical research.

Put to the test
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uotient Clinical has
increased top-line revenues
by around 25 per cent per
annum over the past three years
and expects to deliver growth of at
least 20 per cent for several years
to come. Staﬀ numbers have
expanded, facilities have grown
and new customers are signing up.
By almost any measure, the
company is successful. Yet Mark
Egerton, CEO since 2005, is one of
the most unassuming business
leaders in industry.
“When I was asked to join the
company, I felt a mixture of excitement and anxiety,” he says. “I was
stepping into a new job in a
business I had never been in
before, so there was excitement
about the prospects and the
opportunities. But there were also
anxieties about whether it was

‘‘

Talking about a revolution
To those outside the pharmaceutical industry, it may be hard to
gauge the signiﬁcance of
Quotient’s oﬀer. But to insiders,
translational pharmaceutics is
little less than revolutionary.
“Conventionally, drug contract
manufacture is done by one group
of businesses and clinical testing
is carried out by another group,”
says Egerton. “The two functions
are very siloed and seldom talk to
one another. This creates real
ineﬃciencies in drug development. Each sector takes care of
their own little realm and it is left
to the customer to project manage

When you compare our approach with
conventional methods, we can reduce
development timelines by more than six
months. Given that some of the drugs that
our customers are working on are billiondollar-a-year products, six months makes
a very big difference”

going to work and whether I could
do the job – elements of selfdoubt, I guess.
“Fortunately, the anxiety has
always been superseded by
optimism about the opportunity.”
Over the past decade, that
optimism has proved increasingly
accurate. Quotient has not only
delivered growth across a number
of metrics, but it has also created
a brand new way of developing
new drugs.
“Our unique point of diﬀerence
centres on what we call ‘translational pharmaceutics’, which
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combines the real-time
manufacture of drug products
with clinical testing of those
products,” Egerton explains.

across the diﬀerent siloes.
“We have integrated the two so
that we can literally manufacture
products upstairs and take them
downstairs to be tested on
volunteers or patients. When you
compare our approach with
conventional methods, we can
reduce development timelines by
more than six months. Given that
some of the drugs that our
customers are working on are
billion-dollar-a-year products, six
months makes a very big diﬀerence. We also cut the cost of drug
development and increase the

chance of success.”
Unusually self-aware, Egerton
combines modesty with a quiet
understanding of his own talents.
“I’m not the world’s best
scientist and I’m not the world’s
best business guy,” he says. “But
what I do have – my USP, I think –
is a really good competence at
understanding science,
particularly in the ﬁeld we operate
in, and working out how to turn it
into business. So, eﬀectively, I
span the science and the business
sides of things.”
Looking back 25 years,
however, Egerton would almost
certainly not have expected to
ﬁnd himself at the helm of a
commercial enterprise – let alone
a successful one. An academic
scientist by training, he gained a
PhD in biochemistry at the
University of Edinburgh and then
became a fellow at Biozentrum,
the molecular and biomedical
research arm of the University
of Basel.

Pharma’s market
“Basel is a hotbed for the pharma
industry,” he explains. “So I met a
lot of people working in the sector
and I decided to move from
academic research to pharmaceutical research. Academic research
seemed very distant from anything
that could make a diﬀerence, so I
was really excited by the idea of
working on new drugs that could
actually help patients.”
Starting out at Sandoz (now
part of Novartis), Egerton spent
eight years at Zeneca (now part of
AstraZeneca) before moving to
biotech company Incyte.
“Incyte partnered with lots of
pharmaceutical companies and, as
I was one of the few people who
had worked in the pharma
industry, I spent quite a bit of time

‘‘

Quotient is currently gaining around
30 customers a year and counts pharmaceutical
giants Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson, Bristol-Myers
Squibb and AstraZeneca among its clientele”

talking to customers. That was
the ﬁrst time I was exposed to the
commercial side of pharma,”
says Egerton.
Within a year, he was asked to
run a business unit at Incyte, and
swiftly became head of the group’s
European operations. From there
he moved to another biotech ﬁrm
before being asked to head up
Quotient Clinical in 2005.
“I had no formal business
training, but when I started
working with customers I got a
real buzz from talking to them and
ﬁnding out how we could help
them deliver their R&D projects.

And when I won my ﬁrst commercial deal, the adrenaline rush was
incredible,” he says.
Since then, Egerton has won
many commercial deals. Quotient
is currently gaining around 30
customers a year and counts
pharmaceutical giants Pﬁzer,
Johnson & Johnson, Bristol-Myers
Squibb and AstraZeneca among
its clientele. But it was not
always thus.

Ring the changes
“Quotient had been run by its
founder, and when I joined it
needed to undergo a real transfor-

mation,” explains Egerton. “We
needed to regenerate the service
oﬀering to clients and create an
empowering culture, where people
felt they had the freedom to
operate and where they could
stand on their own two feet.”
Transformation took a while, not
least because the group changed
ownership during the ﬁnancial
crisis. But in 2010, the business
began to take oﬀ, centred on
translational pharmaceutics – an
approach inspired by Egerton’s
time as a research scientist.
“It was clear to me from my days
at Zeneca that the R&D process
of drug discovery needed to be
reinvented,” he says.
In many ways, Quotient
Clinical’s point of diﬀerence is that
it looks at drug development from
the customer’s perspective, rather
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than the supplier’s.
“In the conventional world, if a
pharma or biotech company goes
to a contract drug manufacturer
and asks them to manufacture
some products for a trial, the
manufacturer will ask them how
much they need and what sort of
shelf life they want,” says Egerton.
“That information can be quite
hard to provide because the
pharma company doesn’t know
how well the trial will go or how
long it might take, so they tend to
get huge batches of product made

‘‘

There is an embedded, indoctrinated
mindset that we need to convert, but when
we attract new customers and deliver the
benefits that we said we would, it really is
one of those ‘Oh my God’ moments and
customers never look back”

up with a very long shelf-life. This
takes time and costs money.
“What we do is manufacture
small batches in real time so we
can tailor the process according to
the clinical design. So far, we are
the only company doing this.”
Quotient specialises in testing
the optimal composition of tablets
so that the active ingredients
within them work to best eﬀect.
Working on new drugs for diseases
including lung cancer, HIV,
Alzheimer’s and hepatitis C, the
company has a database of 7,000
healthy volunteers on whom to
test products, and at any one time
between 50 and 65 people are
undergoing trials at Quotient’s
headquarters in Nottingham.
“Trials are very well controlled
and regulated,” explains Egerton.
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“People are ‘reimbursed for their
inconvenience’ and many view it
as a way of giving something back
to society. Volunteers tend to be
self-employed, so we might get
landscape gardeners in winter, and
shift workers such as ambulance
drivers or ﬁre-ﬁghters and oﬃce
workers, who use the time to
catch up on admin. Boredom tends
to be the biggest problem, because
they have to stay here while the
trials are happening. Normally it’s
just a couple of days, but one trial
we had lasted 37 days!”

Overcoming inertias
Given the innate conservatism of
the pharmaceutical industry, one
of Quotient’s biggest initial
challenges was persuading
potential customers that its
methodology was more eﬀective
than the conventional approach to
drug development. Now, however,
the group has 200 case studies
under its belt, excellent reports
from peer review publications
and some impressive testimonies
from clients.
“We are swimming against the
tide of convention,” says Egerton.
“The industry is deeply conservative and we have re-engineered a
process in a way that many people
thought was impossible. There is
an embedded, indoctrinated
mindset that we need to convert,

but when we attract new
customers and we deliver the
beneﬁts that we said we would, it
really is one of those ‘Oh my God’
moments and customers never
look back. In fact, 95 per cent of
our customers would either
recommend us or intend to do
future work with us.”
Acquired by Bridgepoint
Development Capital (BDC) at the
tail end of 2013, Quotient has
grown signiﬁcantly in the
intervening years.
“They’ve helped us to focus,
they’ve invested in our growth
and they’ve brought a really useful
overarching business perspective,”
says Egerton.
In October, Egerton’s achievements at Quotient were given
external recognition when he
received an Entrepreneur of the
Year UK 2015 award from consultants EY for demonstrating
“excellence and extraordinary
success in areas such as innovation, ﬁnancial performance and
personal commitment to their
businesses and communities.”
Egerton’s response to the award
was typically generous. “I’m
delighted to receive this honour in
recognition of Quotient Clinical’s
great success in recent years.
The award acknowledges the
hard work and dedication from
everyone within the company,”
he says.
Looking ahead, Egerton is keen
to expand Quotient both
geographically and by moving into
new product areas.
“We would like to internationalise,” he says. “We have clients all
over the world, but we’re UKbased and we’d like to establish a
centre in the US.
“We’d also like to move into
taste optimisation,” he adds.
“When people develop oral

Name:
Mark Egerton
Age:
52 in December

‘‘

Education:
Grammar school in
Cheshire; degree
from the University
of Leicester; PhD
from the University
of Edinburgh

Lives:
In Manchester;
works in Nottingham
First job:
Delivering milk at
weekends as a
schoolboy

Family:
Married with
five children aged
17 to 23
Car:
Grey Audi A6
Interests:
Cycling, family,
horses

Our business is growing and we are really
beginning to have an impact. That’s
making us think much bigger”

medication, there is a taste
component, which aﬀects the
behaviour of the active ingredients. We think this is an area that
is ripe for reinvention and we are
well placed to drive that change.”
Egerton is also acutely
conscious of making sure Quotient
stays on track as it continues to
expand. “I’ve been feeling quite
reﬂective recently. Our business is
growing and we are really
beginning to have an impact.

That’s making us think much
bigger, but to build a scalable
business we have to make sure
that we have the right people in
the right space. That is
fundamental and it’s something I
really enjoy – seeing other people
succeed in our business,” he says.

Family man
At just over 50 years of age,
Egerton describes himself as “a
family man”, with two daughters of

Biggest
achievement:
Quotient Clinical
Biggest regret:
No, there are
many things I would
have loved to have
done but I’m not one
for regret

his own and a further three
stepchildren in their teens and
early twenties.
Away from the family, he enjoys
cycling, regularly covering 60
miles or more at the weekend.
“I’m one of those middle-aged
men who needs to keep the
weight down and the exercise up,”
he says. “But my real passion at
the minute is supporting my wife
in her hobby, which is horseriding. I basically act as the
groom,” he laughs. “I muck out the
stable, ferry her around and
generally act as the dogsbody. I
would love to get into horse-riding
myself some day. That would be a
sign that I’ve got the work-life
balance sorted out.” n
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Business
trends

Size
matters
Conventional business theory would
suggest that large companies enjoy
economic advantages that help reduce
costs, boost efficiency and enhance
profits. But evidence across a wide range
of industries suggests otherwise.

o the victor belong the
spoils; in corporate theory,
that would seem a logical
adage. Larger companies
should beneﬁt from a number of
advantages: economies of scale in
production; wider distribution; a
greater pool of staﬀ; increased
prominence; and suﬃcient
visibility to attract the brightest
talent. The result, according
to this theory, should be
superior returns.
Recent research, however,
suggests that size is not
necessarily the key to success.
German tyre manufacturer
Continental, for example, makes
three times the economic proﬁts
(return above the cost of capital)
of the market leader, Bridgestone.

T
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Tyre manufacturing is not
an exception: an analysis by
consultancy group Bain of 345
companies across a range of
industries showed that, in
40 per cent of cases, the biggest in
scale were not the most proﬁtable.
The question is: when does size
really matter? And what can
smaller players learn from the
giants to boost their own returns?

such as Jaguar Land Rover, Audi or either unwilling or unable to ﬁll.
BMW, are not the largest players
For Porsche or Jaguar Land Rover,
in the industry but are more
that is luxury. For US company
proﬁtable than their bigger rivals.
Tesla Motors, it is electric cars – a
“They specialise in a segment and
relatively new development and
do it very well. Even in this
one where established players are
industry, you do not need to be
likely to ﬁnd it diﬃcult to match
the largest,” says Stadler. Likewise,
Tesla’s technological edge.
the Center for Automotive
Tom Slater, co-manager of
Research at the University of
Scottish Mortgage Investment
Duisburg-Essen found that
Trust at Baillie Giﬀord, suggests
Porsche was the
Tipping the scale
most proﬁtable
Every now and then,
Christian Stadler, professor of
global car
companies need to go through
strategic management at Warwick
company in 2012,
transformations
so that they focus
Business School, says that scale
measured by
more
on
increasing
efficiency and
is a crucial factor in certain
proﬁts per car
reducing
bureaucracy”
industries and geographic regions.
sold, while massMass-market car manufacturing,
market marques
for example, is largely about price.
Ford and General Motors were at
that there is no real incentive for
“The advantage of being large is
the bottom of the table.
established automotive companies
that it reduces the costs of
The automotive sector is not
to enter the electric car market.
production,”
he
says.
the
only
industry
where
the
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “For
. . . .Audi,”
. . . . .he. .says,
. . . .“the
. . . A4
. . .is. .a. . . . . . . . . . . .
Beyond the mass market,
biggest manufacturers beneﬁt
valuable car franchise, and the
however, size confers fewer
from superior scale and cost
company is set up to concentrate
beneﬁts:
luxury
car
companies,
structure
at
the
mass-market
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . on
. . .incremental
. . . . . . . . .innovation,
. . . . . . . . .such
. . . .as. . . . . . . . . .
end of the spectrum. Smaller
improving the engine’s eﬃciency
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .companies,
. . . . . . . . .therefore,
. . . . . . . .need
. . . .to. .ﬁnd
. . . . . .rather
. . . . .than
. . . .embracing
. . . . . . . . a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a niche that the large players are
completely new technology. Even
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .if. big
. . .marques
. . . . . . .such
. . . .as. .Audi
. . . .or. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ford did suddenly decide to
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embrace electric battery
technology in a big way, they
would have no competitive
advantage over established players
such as Tesla.”

markets, but it is arguably the
most important success factor in
developing countries,” he says.
“This is because the retail
infrastructure in developing
countries is still fragmented –
Emerging differences
typically composed of independScale is not just useful in massently owned stores and some
market production. It can also
regional chains. That gives the
oﬀer an advantage in emerging
advantage to players that can put
markets. “Getting access to
the most feet on the ground and
ﬁnance is much more diﬃcult
get maximum distribution, either
directly or through
partnerships.”
Large companies need to
However,
keep reinventing themselves…
pharmaceuticals
Frequently, firms introduce
oﬀer a good
more and more procedures and
example of the
disadvantages
reporting systems as they
scale can bring.
grow, and these ultimately
On the face of it,
become suffocating.”
bigger operators
should be better
there than in the rest of the
able to navigate obstacles such as
world,” says Stadler. “In Silicon
gaining regulatory approvals,
Valley, it is not that diﬃcult to
knowing the key target audience –
ﬁnd equity investors; in Nigeria
doctor, hospital or insurance
or Vietnam, it is harder. Having
company – and having the distriaccess to capital can be a
bution networks to make the most
real advantage.”
of the relatively small period in
Steﬀen Lauster, a partner at
which a drug has patent protecStrategy&, thinks that size brings
tion. But biggest does not mean
other advantages in emerging
most proﬁtable: according to
markets. “A consumer-goods
consultancy EvaluatePharma, only
manufacturer’s size may no longer
three of the top-10 companies by
guarantee success in mature
enterprise value make it into the
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top 20 by income margin – and
only one of those features in the
top 10.
Stadler points out: “It is often
diﬃcult for the largest players to
pick up on the newest cultures
and trends.” Discovering innovative drugs is the key to proﬁtability
and many companies ﬁnd this
harder to achieve as they become
larger, perhaps because the weight
of bureaucracy starts to impede
their creative instincts. Today,
most pharmaceutical innovation
can be found in biotechnology and
gene therapies, where smaller
companies with big ideas have
the advantage.
Niche strategies also seem to
work in the pharmaceutical sector.
The top three in EvaluatePharma’s
list by income margin have tapped
into speciﬁc product or geographical niches; for example,
inﬂammatory bowel disease for
Cosmo Pharmaceuticals and the
Nordic market and a small range of
products for Medivir.

Structural deficits
Larger drug companies do try to
emulate the innovative structures
that give their smaller rivals the
edge in new therapies.
GlaxoSmithKline, for example,
divided its research and development activities into smaller,
autonomous units in 2000, with
the aim of increasing ﬂexibility
and enterprise among its
scientists. But just eight years
later the exercise was repeated,
which suggests that the eﬀects of
the restructuring quickly wore oﬀ.
And even this second attempt has
disappointed investors.
In other ﬁelds, technology is
certainly helping young companies
to achieve rapid penetration of
markets that would otherwise
require years to inﬁltrate. Thus

...........................................................................................
Google and Amazon are second
and sixth respectively in the global
brand rankings, according to the
Brand Directory, despite being just
17 and 21 years old.
Lending Club, a US-based loans
business, has been growing by 25
per cent a year by using creditscoring metrics that banks simply
had not thought of – never mind
have the ability to collect – such

‘‘

understands the key drivers of its
industry and develops an
appropriate business model to
match. “Small businesses
sometimes lack the management
capability to truly understand the
industry they are in and to plan for
the next ﬁve or 10 years,” he says.
“Big companies have more
resources but the bureaucracy,
and the legacy of tending to do

Size per se is not the key
issue; rather, the important
thing is that a company
understands the key drivers of
its industry and develops an
appropriate business model
to match”

as the length of time customers
have had an email address and
their interactions with the site.
Part of these companies’
success in the future will depend
on their ability to continue to
innovate. Recognising this, many
tech ﬁrms have incubators to
foster new ideas and are also
active acquirers, picking up
promising new businesses that
can expand their range of
services and thus capture more
of the market.
Alessandro Giudici, lecturer in
strategy at Cass Business School,
points out that technology
companies can grow very rapidly
with few employees, but can start
to encounter obstacles related to
their increased size – such as
taxation, regulation and customer
protection issues experienced
by companies including Uber
and Airbnb.
Giudici believes that size per se
is not the key issue; rather, the
important thing is that a company

what they have done in the past
mean that it can take a long time
for them to adapt to change,” he
adds. “By then, the market
opportunity may have passed.”
For Slater, one of the key
attributes that helps technology
companies to maximise their
advantage is their ownership
structures. “Generally, these
companies are suﬃciently young
that they are run by founder CEOs
who can pursue the things they
are interested in and are not
beholden to investors,” he
explains. “They can look through
stock-market noise.”

Excess baggage
Slater believes that large companies
need to keep reinventing themselves to avoid becoming stiﬂed
by bureaucracy. Frequently, ﬁrms
introduce more and more
procedures and reporting systems
as they grow, and these ultimately
become suﬀocating.
“Every now and then, companies
need to go through transformations so that they focus more on
increasing eﬃciency and reducing
bureaucracy,” he says.
Small companies, meanwhile,
can learn from the eﬃciencies
that their larger brethren enjoy
through scale. Focusing on a
particular niche can help in this
regard. Stadler points to
Germany’s mittelstand, or mediumsized companies, many of which
specialise in particular markets,
and have been doing so
for decades.
“They are one of the drivers of
success in Germany and they are
often specialists,” he says. “For
example, Rothenberger specialises
in pipe tools for professionals and
has been the world market-leader
for years. It has around 1,600
employees and, while clearly not a
large company, is thriving.”
Spotting the winners is not, it
seems, only a matter of identifying
the biggest. It is more about being
the best in a particular ﬁeld –
and that can be a niche or an
entire sector n
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Market
insight

Brand aid
The demise of big brands has
been predicted for years, but
many are stronger than ever.
And even in the B2B world,
companies increasingly
recognise the importance
of the brand.
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rom Marmite to Microsoft
and Persil to Panasonic,
brands have existed for as
long as there has been
advertising. A decade or so ago,
doom-mongers were predicting
that the digital future and the rise
of own-brand goods would spell
the end for higher-margin
household names everywhere.
However, as we head towards the
middle of the 21st century, there’s
plenty of evidence to suggest that
the brand remains the bedrock
of marketing – as hale and hearty
as ever.
The top-500 consumer brands
in the US are riding high. Their
products, which include
supermarket staples such as
coﬀee, washing powder and
shampoo, are posting operating
margins of almost 15 per cent – a
10-year high, according to a recent
report, Winning with brands, by
consultants Vijay Vishwanath, Lee
Delaney, Matthew Meacham and
Suzanne Tager. This is particularly
remarkable when compared with
an average operating margin of
less than ﬁve per cent across retail
as a whole.
However, not everything in the
brand champions’ gardens is rosy.
Although sales and proﬁtability for
top brands remain good, the
dreaded “churn” – the speed at
which one leading name is ousted
by a rival – may be increasing.
As Winning with brands indicates,
nearly half the highest-valued
consumer goods companies
in 1999 no longer rank in the top
20 today.
And even when top brands do
manage to maintain their relative
status, they may be losing market
share: between 2004 and 2015,
more than 50 per cent of the topthree brands found themselves in
this position. In a world of digital

F

price transparency, where
everyone shares everything on
social media and consumers enjoy
an almost continuous stream of
new content and apps from our
smartphones, the brand lifecycle is
also becoming more ephemeral. In
which case, how can businesses
adapt and make sure that their
brands stay on top?

Old and new
These days, relevance is all about
engagement. That means
combining traditional advertising
– print, TV and outdoor – with
more contemporary social media
channels that people can actively
co-create and take part in rather
than simply passively consume.

Tried and trusted
According to David Lette, premium
brands director for global beer
brand Heineken in the UK, some
consumers value brands for their
innate consistency. “Not all punters
are seeking novelty at any price,” he
says. “Heineken is still Heineken.
It has had the same recipe for 150
years. Customers know the brand,
they have grown up with it and
they trust it to deliver.”
Heineken is not the only brand
that ranks stability among its
virtues. Global consumer product
ﬁrms, such as Procter & Gamble
and Unilever, also play up their
longevity in the market.
“Compared with tech companies,
consumer goods groups oﬀer
stability. Their revenues and
proﬁtability are relatively consistent,” says Patrick Barwise,
professor of marketing at London
Business School.
Nonetheless, no brand, however
established, can aﬀord to rest on
its laurels.
“Competition is getting
tougher,” says Lette. “The ﬁght for
fridge space in the pub and shelf
space in the supermarket is harder
than ever.”
Lette believes that the solution
is to adapt both marketing
strategy and messaging to keep
them in tune with the demands of
today’s customers. “The important
thing for established brands is to
evolve and stay relevant,” he says.

‘‘

If you post
things on
Facebook that
have no
connection to
the consumer,
you’re just
wallpaper”

But it’s no good whacking stuﬀ
up on social media about how
great your brand is and crossing
your ﬁngers – at best you will be
ignored; at worst, ridiculed. If you
post things on Facebook that have
no connection to the consumer,
you’re just wallpaper,” says Lette.
In other words, social media is a
force for good only if it is properly
thought through and resourced.
This can be both time-consuming
and expensive. Against this
backdrop, even global brand
leaders are consolidating their
portfolios around key properties
rather than allowing them to
proliferate in a here today, gone
tomorrow “brandfest”.

Focusing on fewer
“Launching and supporting lots of
diﬀerent brands is very expensive,
and companies have realised that
most of their revenues come from
a relatively small number of key
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brands,” says Barwise. “Compared
with 30 years ago, today’s portfolio
is much smaller.”
But what about B2B brands?
Typically reliant on a much smaller
client base – with whom they may
have direct personal relationships
– are they any more insulated
from the tech-driven waves of
change than their B2C rivals?
According to Barwise, the
principles of engagement are very
alike. “It’s still about supporting
and triggering short-term sales,
while building long-term brand
equity,” he suggests. “And brand
equity is broadly equivalent to
reputation – in other words, the
idea that what you do today will
create long-term semantic
memory traces that will

‘‘
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inﬂuence people’s buying
decisions in future.”
In practice, however, there may
be substantial diﬀerences. “It’s not
just a numbers game; we have to
be seen as being trusted and
secure,” says Susie Cummings,
CEO of digital headhunter Nurole.
“Private and discreet – not noisy
and public like LinkedIn where
everyone knows what you are up
to, including your boss.”
Nurole, which describes itself as
a “global online board-level
recruiting platform”, seeks to
shake up the cosy world of top-job
hiring. At the heart of the business
is an invitation-only online
community for senior professionals seeking non-executive
and executive directorships.

In a world of digital price
transparency, where everyone
shares everything on social media,
the brand lifecycle is becoming
more ephemeral”

‘‘

We want to go to
Asia. China and
India are the big
rail markets
there, and we will
need more
branding
because those
guys have no
idea who we are”

Given that that industry is
traditionally based on personal
contacts, even a disruptive upstart
like Nurole has to adopt a pretty
nuanced approach. “When I was
just starting out, I was asking
people who I knew to sign up, or
who knew my previous
headhunting business,” says
Cummings. “But now we’re up to
3,500 people on the database, and
it’s about getting the right message
across. For example, that Nurole is
not for people who want to move
jobs right now. This is a community
we are inviting you to join that will
help you to ﬁnd the best roles over
the next ﬁve to 10 years.”
Many people would assume that
a ﬁrm operating such a low-proﬁle
business model would not need to
worry much about branding.
However, Cummings suggests:
“The brand is really important. It’s
one of the three key aspects of
this business alongside
ﬁnance/strategy and tech.”
Not least because pitching a
high-tech product to her often
low-tech prospects can be an
uphill task. “Lots of them are FTSE
350 directors, and many can hardly
use an iPhone. Getting them to
understand a digital recruitment
platform can be hard work,”
she admits.

Identity crisis
Cummings suggests that the key
to getting branding right is to
identify your target audience,
which may sound obvious but is
often forgotten as businesses
chase revenue. “It’s about knowing
who and what you are –
something many companies are
very bad at,” she says. “It’s
amazing how many people I meet
who cannot explain, quickly and
clearly, what their companies do
and who they are for.”
Someone who admits to not
having spent as much time on
branding as he perhaps might is
Aaron Gowell, founder and CEO of
London-based international railticketing provider SilverRail.
“We’re probably not as good on
branding as we should be,” he says.
“It’s a diﬀerent model from
consumer brands: it’s not about
buying keywords, and we’ve only
ever done one ad.”
His is a pretty close-knit
industry, and the key players are
not hard to ﬁnd. “When we go to
cut a deal with [French national
rail operator] SNCF, for example,
we talk to the CTO, who I know
already,” he says. “Do that once,
and you’re in pretty good shape.”
SilverRail employs 200 people
and its white-label systems power
National Rail Enquiries and
thetrainline.com in the UK, as well
as numerous European operators
including Sweden’s SJ.se. Gowell is
trying to do for train travel what
IATA airport codes did for airlines,
allowing people to book on a
single ticket through-travel
involving multiple journeys and
providers. “More people travel by
rail in Europe than by air, and it’s
deregulating. There’s a huge
opportunity, but there’s no single
source of data – or even any
agreement on basics like coding

and indexing for the names of
railway stations,” he explains.

Brand expansion
Gowell appreciates that his
current state of benign marketing
neglect cannot continue much
longer. “We want to go to Asia,” he
says. “China and India are the big
rail markets there, and we will

+15%
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+15%
+15%

Supermarket staples such as coffee,
washing powder and shampoo are
posting operating margins of almost
15 per cent – a 10-year high”

need more branding because
those guys have no idea who
we are.”
So for the ﬁrst time since the
business began in 2009, he has
hired a dedicated marketer. “She is
pushing us all to blog more and to
sponsor research papers,” he says.
“It’s really helpful.” Gowell has also
discovered the power of video.
“There’s nothing physical on the
shelf in this business, there’s no
sample you can send out,” he
explains. “Instead, you have to

explain the vision, and video is
great for that.”
It may even be time for the
SilverRail name to make its own
modest leap from B2B to B2C. “We
want to be the ‘Intel inside’ of the
rail industry,” Gowell says. In
which case, discreet “powered by
SilverRail” labels might start
appearing on popular train-ticket
booking sites all over Europe
before too long.
After all, everyone needs
a brand n
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Last
word

Capital offence

president”. Now, they are all that little bit grander. They
are Senior Vice Presidents.
Partly, I blame LinkedIn. If you look up my own proﬁle,
you’ll ﬁnd I’m listed as Associate Editor at Financial
A malaise is creeping over corporate English:
Times. This self-importance is imposed not by me, but
the apparently indiscriminate use of capital
by the website. Upper case for titles is its “House Style”.
letters for titles and any word that the writer
Even the most ludicrous titles are capitalised on the
deems Important. Lucy Kellaway looks into the
website.
An analyst at a US broker gives his title as “Real
phenomenon and finds that there is a rationale
Estate
Rock
Star”, while other people unashamedly call
behind it after all.
themselves “Culture Evangelist” or “Chief Inspiration
short while ago, a major bank
Oﬃcer”. One PR company boss even has “Chief
wanted to reassure the world
Enchilada” inscribed on his business card.
that it had learnt the lessons
Titles, however, are the least of it. Now, businessof the ﬁnancial crisis and was
people unashamedly give a capital letter to anything to
now a solid, trustworthy
which the company wants to draw attention.
place in which depositors’
You don’t need to be a psychologist to understand
money was safe. So the chief
what all of this is about. People only want to big things
executive put out an announcement. Henceforth,
up when they fear they are not big enough in their
employees were going to be rewarded according to
natural state. The reason they illegitimately enlist
“how they live our Values and bring them to life every
capital letters for their titles or for their corporate initiaday. And we’ll judge our ‘Go-To’ success on a balanced
tives is because they know in their hearts that they are
scorecard of impact.”
too small without them. Illegitimate capitals in business
The most obvious thing about this is that it is
language are always attached not to the most important
corporate candyﬂoss. It sounds sweet, but it doesn’t
words, but to the least important ones.
have any substance. However, there is another, less
We all know that as soon as a CEO starts banging on
obvious but no less important, reason to disparage it:
about “living the Values”, that a lot of hot air is blowing
incorrect use of the upper case.
to little eﬀect. They know this,
In deciding that “Values” and
The corporate world too. Which is why they press the
“Go-To”, merited capital letters,
shift key, hoping to make what is
has increasingly
our bank’s CEO opted to
taken it upon itself to weak look strong.
disregard the grammar he surely
It’s the same thing with
flout the rules and
learnt at primary school. Capital
phrases
such as “the Go-To
use capital letters
letters are used at the beginning
business”.
What feeble nonsense
whenever it likes”
of a sentence and for proper
that is. There is only one thing
nouns; nothing else deserves one.
to be done with guﬀ like that:
Yet the corporate world has increasingly taken it
give it some capital letters in the fond hope that they
upon itself to ﬂout the rules and use capital letters
will make it stronger.
whenever it likes.
There is a rule here, after all. Upper-case letters in
The rot started with titles. Here the rule is also clear.
English apply to the beginning of the sentence and to
The title gets capitalised if it comes before the name.
proper nouns and in any other instance where the
The Board of Directors of Company X is written with
writer is trying to pull the wool over your eyes and make
capitals because it is part of a proper noun. However,
you think that someone or something is more important
Company X’s board of directors is lower case because
than it is. So Mission is often given a capital letter. So is
used like this, it’s a common noun.
Vision. And World View.
Alas, everyone seems to have forgotten this. The past
The point of grammar is to provide signals to the
two decades have not only seen an inﬂation in job titles,
reader. The new bigging-up rule does just that. Its signal
but also rampant inﬂation in case. It is not enough for
is clear. The illegitimate use of upper case signals
every other junior person to call themselves “senior vice
“beware: hogwash” n
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